Abstract. A database is only usefull if it is associated a set of procedures allowing to retrieve relevant elements for the users' needs. A lot of IR techniques have been developed for automatic indexing and retrieval in document databases. Most of these use indexes depending on the textual content of documents, and very few are able to handle graphical or image content without human annotation. This paper describes an approach similar to the bag of words technique for automatic indexing of graphical document image databases and different ways to consequently query these databases. In an unsupervised manner, this approach proposes a set of automatically discovered symbols that can be combined with logical operators to build queries.
Introduction
A document image analysis (DIA) system transforms a document image into a description of the set of objects that constitutes the information on the document in a way that can be processed and interpreted by a computer [1] . Documents can be classified in mostly graphical or mostly textual documents [2] . The mostly textual documents also known as structured documents respect a certain layout and powerful relations exist between components. Examples of such documents are technical papers, simple text, newspapers, program, listing, forms. . . Mostly graphical documents do not have strong layout restrictions but usually relations exist between different document parts. Examples of this type of documents are maps, electronic schemas, architectural plans. . .
For both categories of documents, graph based representations can be used to describe the image content (e.g. region adjacency graph [3] for graphical and Voronoi-based neighbourhood graph [4] for textual document images). This paper presents an approach similar with the "bag of words" method from Information Retrieval (IR) field applied to graphical document images. A ocument representation is built based on a bag of symbols found automatically using graph mining [5] techniques. In other words, we consider as "symbols", the frequent subgraphs of a graph-based document representation and we investigate if the description of a document as a bag of "symbols" can be profitably used in an indexing and retrieval task.
The approach has the ability to process document images without knowledge of models for document content. Frequent items are used in clustering of textual documents [6] , or in describing XML documents [7] , but we do not know any similar approach in the DIA field.
In the area of research for document image indexing, approaches based on partial document interpretation exist [8] . The images are automatically indexed using textual and graphical cues. The textual cues are obtained from the results proposed by an OCR system. The graphical indices are obtained by user annotation, or by an automatic procedure. In [9], Lorenz and Monagan present an automatic procedure. Junctions of adjacent lines, parallel lines, collinear lines and closed polygons are used as image features for indexing. Then, a weighting schema is used to reflect the descriptive power of a feature. In our paper, we also use term weighting but on a representation from a higher semantic level than the simple features used in [9] .
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the graph representation used and shows how we create this representation from a document image. Section 3 presents the graph-mining method used. In Sect. 4, we describe how we search documents based on dissimilarities between bags of objects. Section 5 shows experimental results. We conclude the paper and outline perspectives in Sect. 6.
Graph Representation
Eight levels of representation for document images are proposed in [10] . These levels are ordered according to their aggregation relations. Data array, primitive, lexical, primitive region, functional region, page, document, and corpus level are the representation levels proposed.
Without loosing generality, in the following paragraphs we focus on a graphbased representation build from the primitive level. The primitive level contains objects such as connected components (set of adjacent pixels with the same color) and relations between them. From a binary (black and white) document image we extract connected components. The connected components are represented by graph nodes. On each connected component we extract features. In the current implementation, the extracted characteristics are rotation and translation invariant features based on Zernike moments [11] . These invariants represent the magnitudes of a set of orthogonal complex moments of a normalized image.
Let I be an image and C(I) the connected components from I, if c ∈ C(I) , c is described as c = (id, P ), where id is a unique identifier and P the set of pixels the component contains. Based on this set P , we can compute the center for the connected component bounding box and we can also associate a feature vector to it. Based on that, c = (id, x, y, v) , v ∈ R n . Subsequently, using a clustering procedure on the feature vectors, we can label the connected component and reach the description C = (id, x, y, l) where l is a nominal label. The graph G(I) representing the image is G = G(V (I), E(I)). Vertices V (I) correspond to connected components and are labelled with component labels. An edge between vertex u and vertex w exists if and only if (u.x − w.x) 2 + (u.y − w.y) 2 < t,
